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Abstract. When archives of paper documents are to be
accessed via the Internet, the implicit hypertext struc-
ture of the original documents should be employed. In
this paper we study the different hypertext structures
one encounters in a document. Methods for analyzing
paper documents to find these structures are presented.
The structures also form the basis for the presentation
of the content of the document to the user. Results are
presented.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of the Internet,remote access to archives
of digitized paper documents is now feasible. It is be-
coming an important tool in sharing paper-based infor-
mation. As paper has been the chosen mode of commu-
nication for centuries this has an impact in many appli-
cations. For archived scientific journals it allows one to
browse through older issues for reference purposes, or to
follow threads for particular topics. In design archives of
buildings, airplanes and ships, it enables one to study
the construction, or obtain the required information for
maintenance. Digitally stored patent applications aid in
studying whether a patent application is worth grant-
ing, both for the applicant and the patent officer. Re-
mote access to manuals, in principle, permits the em-
ployment of more effective, non paper-based, learning
methods. In a digital museum access to precious docu-
ments, which would otherwise be hidden from the public,
can be granted.

Making digitized documents available through the In-
ternet is mostly done by showing the facsimile of the doc-
ument for visual inspection. Analysis of the content and
structure of the document is limited to textblocks. Op-
tical character recognition (OCR) is then used to create
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a keyword or full-text index. In such systems, the user
selects a document through the index and then views
or prints the facsimile. Hence, the sophisticated Internet
browsing and presentation tools are used for selection
and presentation of facsimile of pages only.

The content of an archived document is not just text,
but a highly structured collection of text fragments, fig-
ures, and tables. Document image understanding tools
(e.g.,[4][16]) provide the means to analyze this struc-
ture to go beyond a simple index. Such tools concen-
trate on the geometric structure of the document and in
addition sometimes consider the logical structure. As a
consequence, the linear reading order of documents still
dominates access to the archives. However, the content
of documents would permit access through a non-linear
hypertext structure. On the Internet, access to the hy-
pertext structure through a web browser is natural and
adds value to document archives. The main topic of this
paper is to identify and use hypertext structures, in or-
der to utilize the Internet to its full potential in accessing
paper archives.

In [10][11][13][14] the automatic construction of hy-
pertext from the content of a document is considered.
The structuring of the final hypertext document is solely
based on the analysis of the text. However, figures often
play a major role in communicating the purpose and
message of the document. They have been included by
the author to aid the understanding of the most difficult
and important parts. Pictures should therefore also be
included in hypertext construction, both when linking
to other documents, as well as within the context of one
document. Using a text based system in the latter case
leads, for a figure intensive document, to a continuous
flipping of pages to find references from and to the fig-
ure content. We therefore focus on links between the text
and the content of figures. These dominate the naviga-
tional aids for reading such documents. In addition to
these, text based structures can be added.

For vector based graphics, impressive work in analyz-
ing figure content and relating it to other pieces of infor-
mation is presented in [1]. No results on the hypertext
aspects of the system are presented, neither are Inter-
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Fig. 1. Four example pages of the document we examine
(they are taken from a 1962 teletypewriter manual). They
fall into three classes: a title page, a pure text page, and two
text/figure pages

net issues considered. The same holds for the methods
reported in [15] relating the content of photographs in
newspapers with their caption for indexing purposes. We
focus on manuals containing text and graphical pictures
or photographs with textual annotation in the picture,
where the document is available as a bitmap only.

We have developed a system for hypertext construc-
tion, aspects of which have been presented at confer-
ences [18][19] [20]. This paper extends that work. It is
organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we consider document
structures. From there, we present methods for deriving
those document structures from a scanned paper docu-
ment in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 results of applying the pro-
posed methods to a 1962 teletypewriter manual are pre-
sented. Example pages of this document are shown in
Fig. 1. Section 5 considers Internet access and presenta-
tion.

2 Document models

2.1 Existing models

When studying document analysis, it is appropriate to
consider the model for the inverse process: document
creation. Models for creating paper documents are the
Office Document Architecture (ODA) [3], and Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) [17]. They make
an explicit distinction between the layout structure of
the document as it follows the physical limitations of
paper and printer, and the semantic or logical structure

following the intent of the author. Without loss of gen-
erality, the terminology from ODA is used.

In [3], the layout or geometric structure is defined as:
geometric structure: the hierarchy of objects resulting

from decomposing the document, based on the way
it is presented on paper.
This tree-shaped structure captures what, where, and

how things are printed. At the level of the geometric
structure the document is determined by font type, font
size, number of columns, inclusion of figures, etc. As con-
cerns the document analysis, the characteristics of the
geometric structure have a direct relation to geometric
properties that can be measured from the image result-
ing from scanning.

The second structure is the:
logical structure: the hierarchy of objects resulting from

decomposing the document into the parts intended
by the author.
In this structure one finds the decomposition into

sections and paragraphs, the meaning of text in bold to
indicate section headers or to emphasize keyphrases in
the text, and the grouping of figures with their captions.
This decomposition cannot be derived directly from the
image, but requires external knowledge about the pur-
pose of the document structure.

The leaves in the geometric and logical structure co-
incide and are single pieces of coherent data called basic
objects. Depending on whether the geometric or logical
characteristics of the objects are used, they are called
geometric and logical basic objects respectively. As they
form a natural unity, they are the atomic data parts. 1

The Dexter model [7] is in use for creating hypertext
structure. The atomic components and composite compo-
nents are, like in the ODA structures, the unbreakable
data items and their hierarchical composition. They form
the nodes in the hypertext. Anchors are used to ad-
dress locations within an atomic component. They are
considered at this level to assure independence from the
physical representation of the components. Finally, the
model defines links as the means to capture relations.
A unidirectional link l consists of specifications of its
starting point s(l) and its ending point e(l). In the Dex-
ter model the specification can specify nodes or anchors
within the nodes. A bidirectional link is captured in two
uni-directional links pointing in opposite directions. For
a set of links L, s(L) and e(L) denote the set of all start-
ing and ending points respectively of the links in L. Fur-
ther, d+(n) and d−(n), denote the number of incoming
and outgoing links of a node (or anchor) n.

2.2 A structured hyperdocument

Having defined the structure of a document and the char-
acteristics of a hypertext it is now time to integrate the

1 There is one case where a geometric and geometric basic
object do not coincide. A logical object (say a paragraph)
can start at the end of a page and be continued on the next
page, while a geometric basic object is confined to one page.
This has no impact on the issues raised in this paper.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the six different hypertext structures

two definitions to arrive at a structured hyperdocument
representation. Formally, we define a hyperdocument as
the pair H = {N, S}. Here N is the set of nodes in the
hyperdocument. The nodes are restricted to the pieces
of coherent data and are equivalent to the basic com-
ponents in the hypertext. Composite components are
treated in a different way, to be defined later. The set
S is the structure set. This is not commonly encoun-
tered in hypertext, but bears similarity to the use of
collections in [6]. It can also be viewed as an extension
of the hypertext structures in [2]. An element s ∈ S can
be written as {Ns, Ls}. The set Ls is a structure specific
set of links providing some relational structure on the set
of nodes Ns, their grouping within a structure, and/or
their anchors. Each s captures a specific structure in the
hyperdocument.

Now let us make the definitions more specific. Al-
though the scanned document is one image and hence
one media item, the inherent structure of the document
makes it more convenient to use the classification ac-
cording to geometric content. Example class labels are
{text, figure, photograph, table, horizontal line}. As, in
general, paragraphs form the smallest self-contained en-
tities, they form the nodes. The anchors are pieces of
information within the content of nodes. Useful anchors
are objects or labels in a figure, objects in a photograph,
table entries in a table, and keywords or key phrases in
the text.

We distinguish six different types of structure in S.
Each of these impose different constraints on Ns and Ls.
The structures are exemplified in Fig. 2.

hierarchical structure: here Ns is a set with a tree struc-
ture. Ls is the set of links required for accessing the
nodes pointing to the different children.

Clearly this corresponds to composites in a hyper-
text. In a hyperdocument, the prime hierarchical struc-
ture of importance is the logical structure. The geomet-
ric structure is only relevant in the document analysis
phase.

linear structure: in this structure the elements of Ls

lead to each of the elements in Ns, without ever
reaching the same node twice.

The most important linear structure is the reading
order. It corresponds to a depth-first ordering of the text
blocks in the logical structure [16]. It is considered at this
level and not as part of the hierarchical structure as one
can define different linear orderings of the nodes in the
hierarchy. Depth-first is only an example of this.

Other linear structures are the orderings by type (e.g.,
figures and tables).

index structure: here s(Ls) contains the single element
n with d+(n) ≥ 1 and d−(n) = 0. Ns is equivalent to
e(Ls).

As the name suggests this is in fact the common index
to a document. For example, an index based on all labels
in figures, or important keywords in the text.

cross-group structure: here s(Ls) ∩ e(Ls) = ∅. The set
Ns is formed by the union of s(Ls) and e(Ls).

This class of links is important in our application as
these connect labels in a figure with the text. One other
cross-group structure set relates the collection of figures
and the whole text. It identifies the parts in the text
where certain figures are described. The sets s(Ls) and
e(Ls) are called each other’s scopes. So, the pieces of
text related to one specific figure form the scope of that
figure. This is important later.

side-loop structure: Ns = {n1, n2} and Ls = {l1, l2}
with s(l1) = e(l2) = n1, s(l2) = e(l1) = n2,and
d+(n2) = d−(n2) = 1.

The most prominent examples of side-loops are foot-
notes, explanations, asides, and appendices. They should
be readable upon request, but should not influence the
reading order in the document.

cross-reference structure: here Ls is the set of relations
not part of any of the above structures. The set of
nodes is given by Ns = s(Ls) ∪ e(Ls).

This last class mostly contains semantic connections.
Note, that we use the same name for the class cover-
ing links not covered by other structures as does [2].
However, in their paper they only consider the hierar-
chical and linear structure. The index, cross-group, and
side-loop structure would all fall in their cross-reference
structure. Hence, the discriminatory power of our set of
classes is higher.

2.3 Document presentation models

If a hypertext system conforms to the Dexter model [7],
each of the components has presentation specifications
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stating in an abstract way how the component should
be presented to the user. Among other information it
should state the logical channel [8], an abstraction of
a physical channel capable of presenting a certain type
of media. In [8] an additional important concept is the
link context. The link context defines which part of the
currently displayed document is replaced or otherwise
affected by following the link. Any visible components
which are not affected remain on the screen unaltered.

For the presentation of the structures derived in the
previous section, high level presentation specifications
are needed. In fact the type of a structure in S can be
considered such a high level specification. Each of these
should be compiled into a set of low level presentation
specifications and link contexts on the items constituting
the structure.

Any of the hypertext structures needs at least two
channels. One is for displaying the content of the nodes.
The other presents the navigation controls to the user.
These navigation controls provide access to the nodes
and links in the structure, regardless of their content.
For paper manuals two content channels are used, one
for text and one for figures. In fact the channel for a
figure is composed of two subchannels for displaying the
figure itself and its caption.

For linear structure, the navigation channels should
provide means to go forward and backward in the struc-
ture, relative to the current position. The only node one
can jump to directly is the first node in the structure.

When a hierarchical structure is placed in the naviga-
tion channel some visual representation for the different
levels is required. Each node in the visual representation
has a direct correspondence to a node in the structure.
Hence they can be used as the source of a link which one
can follow to the related node. For text, the hierarchical
structure is directly related to the chapter, section, sub-
section structure of the text. Hence, a good visualization
of a node is to use the text of the corresponding header,
augmented with color or indentation to indicate different
levels.

For an index structure, the visualization of the node
should also have a direct connection to the content of the
node. For an index on labels in the figures, one could ei-
ther show the piece of the figure within the bounding box
of the label, or the ASCII text corresponding to it. In the
above, content and navigation are clearly separated and
link context defines that the currently displayed node in
the content channel should only be replaced when it is
not the component the activated link points to.

For the side-loop structure, link context also plays an
important role. When a side-loop is activated the content
of the displayed node should be replaced by the content
of the endpoint of the link. Navigation control should be
adjusted such that the only navigational possibility is to
go back to the place where the node was activated. A
pop-up window is a typical example implementation of
this behavior.

The link context for a cross-group structure defines
that the displayed component should only be replaced
when it is not the component the activated link is point-
ing to. When separate channels for the two components

Fig. 3. Overview of the steps involved in converting a paper
document into a structured hyperdocument

forming the cross-group are used, subsequent activation
of links in either direction assures that both compo-
nents are displayed and remain displayed as long as links
within the cross-group are used. The navigation channels
should display the different ways of leaving the cross-
group structure.

Cross-reference structure can be so varied that we do
not make any particular remarks about their presenta-
tion.

The abstract presentation specification allows one to
specify the presentation independent of the presentation
platform, in Sect. 5 this will be described for Internet
access to the hyperdocument.

3 From paper to structured document

The document model we have defined forms the basis
for algorithms to convert paper documents into struc-
tured hyperdocuments. These algorithms require pro-
cessing phases addressing various aspects of the docu-
ment structures and content. A number of processing
steps are distinguished based on the different represen-
tation levels. They are exemplified in Fig. 3. We describe
the methods we have developed. They are inspired by the
case study we have performed, but are general enough
to be tailored easily for use in other applications.

3.1 From paper to image objects

Pages are scanned in grey values and then segmented
using the Isodata thresholding technique [5]. The binary
images are used in the analysis. Grey valued originals are
used for display purposes. The image resolution is the
base resolution. For speeding up some of the processing,
the original image can be reduced to other resolutions.
Our system allows for the use of different resolutions in
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different parts of the image. These are all mapped to the
common document reference coordinate system.

Our low level object representation is the:

image object: a binary 8-connected object with its geo-
metric features.

We believe that using these as the basis represen-
tation, rather than run-length coded images as often
used in the literature (e.g.,[16]), offers more flexibility
in defining features. For efficiency reasons, most of the
processing is performed on the bounding boxes of the
connected components. This is a convenient represen-
tation, although it does require that the document ex-
hibits no skew. If skew is present, the document should
be deskewed in a preprocessing stage.

For each image object, a set of geometric features is
defined. In our case width, height, and aspect ratio are
sufficient.

3.2 From image objects to basic geometric objects

The first step in finding the basic geometric objects is
classifying the image object into a set of geometric object
classes. The result of which is called a segment. Here a
decision tree method is used, similar to [16]. In our case
the class labels are {text, figure, horizontal line, vertical
line, noise}. As the classified image objects in general do
not correspond to the basic objects as defined in ODA,
the notion of segment is in fact more general:

segment : a set of image objects with the same geometric
label.

Features of a segment are either segment specific or
the minimum, maximum, average, or modal value of the
features of the image objects in the group. The values
xi

min, xi
max, yi

min, yi
max define the bounding box for seg-

ment i. Characteristics of segments are considered at
three levels: features of the individual segments, relations
between pairs of segments, and characteristics based on
the whole set of segments. Each of these is now consid-
ered.

The individual characteristics we use are the width
and height, as well as features based on the position of
a segment on the page. Consider a segment s which is
intersected by the middle line which vertically divides
the page into two equal sides. Now, let dl denote the
distance from the left side of the segment to middle line
and similarly dr for the right side. Then the centrality c
of the segment is defined as:

c(s) = dr−dl

dr+dl

The measure is 0.0 when the segment is perfectly cen-
tered and ±1.0 when it is not centered at all, occurring
when dr or dl is equal to zero respectively.

For vertical position the binary predicates
above middle and below middle are used. These are

true when the whole segment is above or below the ver-
tical middle of the page respectively.

The general form of a relation between two ordered
segments s1, s2 is given by predicateparam(s1, s2).

Relations between pairs of segments can either be
symmetric or asymmetric. The asymmetric relation

is contained within is true when the bounding box of
s1 encloses s2. A more complex parameterized predicate
is

in marginsx,sy. This constructs a virtual bounding
box by scaling s1with a factor sx in the horizontal and
sy in the vertical direction. It then checks whether there
is an intersection with the bounding box of s2. The final
asymmetric predicate total vertical overlap is true when
the y-interval of the bounding box of s1encloses the y-
interval of s2.

The simplest symmetric relation is intersects, check-
ing the intersection of the bounding boxes of s1 and s2.
More complicated are the predicates

horizontal groupsh,ov(s1, s2) and
vertical groupsw,oh(s1, s2). These are used to check

whether segments belong to the same horizontal or ver-
tical group respectively. The parameters sh and ov are
bounds on the following two scale independent measures:
relative vertical overlap Ov and relative horizontal spac-
ing Sh of segments si and sj . They are exemplified in
Fig. 4.

Sh(si, sj) =
max(xi

min, xj
min) − min(xi

max, xj
max)

max(yi
max, yj

max) − min(yi
min, yj

min)

Ov(si, sj) = 1 − |yi
min − yj

min| + |yi
max − yj

max|
max(yi

max, yj
max) − min(yi

min, yj
min)

In similar way sw and oh are bounds on:

Sw(si, sj) =
max(yi

min, yj
min) − min(yi

max, yj
max)

1
2 (hi + hj)

Oh(si, sj) = 1 − |xi
min − xj

min| + |xi
max − xj

max|
max(xi

max, xj
max) − min(xi

min, xj
min)

A difference between horizontal and vertical groups
is that for the latter the average height h of the objects
in the segments is used. This is particularly appropriate
for grouping text fragments, assuring that different font
sizes are not mixed.

Fig. 4. Graphical illustration of the measures Sh = w/htot,
Ov = hcom/htot, Sv = h/ 1

2 (h1 +h2), Oh = wcom/wtot, where
h1 and h2 denote the average height in segment 1 and 2
respectively
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The final class of predicates is testing global prop-
erties of a segment. These predicates are defined with
respect to all other segments. We use

top most, and bottom most with definitions as ex-
pected.

In the following the notation predicate(type) denotes
all segments of the given geometric type satisfying the
predicate. Similarly predicate(type1,type2) denotes all
pairs (s1, s2) satisfying the predicate. These are used for
selecting segments. On selected segments the operations
delete, and change type(new type) can be applied. For
pairs these can also be applied, with the difference that
they can be applied either to the first element of the pair,
the second element of the pair, or to both. Furthermore,
the operation join combines the two elements of a pair
into one new segment. When two segments are joined
the new segment receives the objects of both segments.
The bounding box is adjusted accordingly.

The simple, yet powerful, method of selection and ac-
tion forms the basis for further document analysis. These
methods are used in deriving the basic geometric objects.

The image objects are usually the smallest basic items
in the image which can be given an interpretation in
document terms, like characters and parts of figures.
In general they do not correspond to the basic compo-
nents required in the geometric structure which are the
single paragraphs and complete figures. The text frag-
ments are grouped into text lines by iteratively using a
horizontal group(text,text) selection, followed by a join
operation. The same holds for going from lines to para-
graphs using vertical group(text,text). As the figures do
not have boxes, the elements of any pair satisfying inter-
sects(figure,any type) are iteratively joined. This yields
the proper bounding box for the figure.

For our documents the above operations generate all
the basic geometric objects.

3.3 From geometric objects to geometric structure

For multi-column documents, the geometric structure is
mostly concerned with column structure. For two col-
umn documents, segments are classified into {centered,
left column, right column}.

The column of a segment s is computed by consider-
ing whether it is intersected by the middle line. If not,
the column is obvious, otherwise the following is used:

columnξ(s) =




left column c(s) < −ξ
centered −ξ ≤ c(s) ≤ ξ
right column c(s) > ξ

where ξ is the parameter for deciding when an ele-
ment is considered to be centered and c is centrality.

A more elaborate approach for column detection for
newspaper-like documents is considered in [16]. This
method is not suited for centered segments in the doc-
ument, as it depends on the alignment of the bounding
boxes in the vertical direction.

3.4 From geometric to logical objects

The basic objects now have a geometric label. The next
step is the logical labeling of the text items. This re-
quires making explicit the knowledge one has about the
document class. We encode the knowledge into a set of
predicates and actions as defined in Sect. 3.2. The fol-
lowing knowledge about the class of documents is used:
there are one or two headers on the top of the page, page
numbers are at the bottom of the page, title pages have
both a title and footer above and below the textbody
respectively. For our document class this leads to the
classification strategy exemplified in the following table.

predicate new type
top most(text) header
vertical overlap(text,header) header
bottom most(text) page number
in margin(figure,text) caption
segment centered(text)∧ title
above middle(text)
segment centered(text)∧ footer
below middle(text)

.

Segment centered(text) is the same as deciding whe-
ther a column is centered (see Sect. 3.3). The algorithm is
suited for the title page, the pure textual pages, and the
combined text/figure pages present in our documents.

Clearly the set of predicates used above does not gen-
eralize directly to other document classes and should be
redefined when needed. For documents with a simple lay-
out finding the right set of predicates is fairly easy.

An alternative to using a predicate based system is
to use a hierarchical set of templates where each level in
the hierarchy is a refinement of the higher level [4].

Our system does not include backtracking, as does
for example [4], and hence expects that geometric struc-
ture has been identified correctly. If desired, our system
allows for interactive correction of the geometric or log-
ical objects. In fact, users can select blocks and these
selected blocks are equivalent to blocks for which a pred-
icate yields a positive outcome. Hence, any of the men-
tioned operations can be applied to them.

3.5 From basic objects to content

Up to this point we only considered the objects in the
document and their structure, we have not looked at
their content. A distinction is made between the content
of textual objects like paragraphs and captions, and the
content of figures.

Textual parts are processed using a commercial OCR-
package (OmniPage) to retrieve the ASCII text. The
ASCII text of the textual objects is in raw format. For
further processing, the text is tokenized where we recog-
nize the token types {word, numeral, punctuation, white-
space, start of line, end-of-line}.

To extract the content of figures in a hypertext con-
text, our focus is on labels in the figure. One can make a
distinction between four geometric classes of labels [20]
exemplified in Fig. 5:
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text
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Fig. 5a–d.Overview of the different types of labels we distin-
guish. a plain alphanumeric labels, b alphanumeric template
labels, c icon labels, d legend labels

– plain alphanumeric labels : facsimile of their corre-
sponding ASCII string.

– alphanumeric template labels : text strings derived
from a template where the variable part is a plain
alphanumeric label and the fixed part is some visual
shape.

– icon labels : non-alphanumeric labels distinguished
by their shape alone.

– legend labels : icon labels with an associated textual
definition.

In this paper we consider textual labels only; meth-
ods for deriving the other classes are based on template
matching and are described in [20].

The content of figures is analyzed at full resolution to
avoid losing important details. The observation is made
that in general characters in the image have approxi-
mately the same height with the exception of dashes,
parentheses, and punctuation. In many cases one can
assume that the labels have a minimum number of char-
acters nc. When labels are short descriptions rather than
plain numbers or single character identifiers, one can
safely assume that any label that seems to be composed
of two or less characters (nc = 3) is in fact not a label.

To find candidate characters, the modal height h is
calculated. Elements in the range [(1−α)h,(1+α)h], are
kept as candidate characters for the labels. To account
for noise and taking the characteristics of characters into
account a value of α = 0.15 is used. The remaining can-
didates are joined using the predicate horizontal group.
At this point we expect to have found all characters ex-
cept for the special characters ’-’, ’(’ and ’)’. To add
them we join all pairs of segments for which the predi-
cate total vertical overlap is true. After this step, small
labels (width < nch) are discarded. Note, that the se-
lection of small labels is with respect to height h, rather
than width. This is because subsequent lines in a label
are well separated, but subsequent characters are often
connected, hence yielding unreliable estimates of average
character width. Remaining label lines are then joined
using vertical group to find complete multi-line labels.

The resulting segments are sent to the OCR pack-
age. Again the raw text is tokenized for use in further
analysis.

The output of the OCR system is used to verify
whether the label is genuine. To be specific, labels are
discarded if the result of OCR contains more than 50%
rejects, when less than nc alphanumeric characters are
present in the label, or when less than 50% of the charac-
ters are alphanumeric. The latter is based on the observa-
tion that OCR systems tend to classify figure fragments,

which in our case are mostly parts of the photographs
into non-alphanumeric characters.

For line graphics a more sophisticated approach is
required. Here, labels which are non-genuine are likely
to contain pieces of vertical and horizontal lines which
will often be recognized by the OCR system as valid
characters (among others ’I’, ’-’, ’l’). Then verification is
only possible by lexical or semantic methods.

Line graphics have one further consequence in our
system. The use of modal height for classification of
candidate characters fails when recurring patterns are
present in the image like a set of dashed lines. These
should be detected beforehand, for example with the
methods presented in [9].

3.6 From layout and content to logical structure

The final step before deriving the hypertext structure
is to find the logical structure, hierarchically grouping
segments on the basis of their logical labels. We first
consider the pieces of text which are not part of the
main body. In our case the caption is grouped with the
corresponding figure. All other logical segments have a
meaning of their own and no direct relation to other ob-
jects. Only finding the logical structure of the text body
remains. This can either be done by starting with the
layout information [16] and then applying rules captur-
ing knowledge of layout conventions, or on the basis of
the content of the text. Here the latter approach is fol-
lowed.

We start off by linearly ordering the segments. As the
text is in two-column format, this is just page by page
and column by column. Within each column, ordering
is defined by vertical position. On top of this linear or-
dering comes the hierarchical structure of chapters and
sections. This is found by searching the text for section
indicators. For our documents the following regular ex-
pressions are used, where ∗ means zero or more occur-
rences and +means at least one occurrence.

– chapter : <start-of-line> <numeral> <.>
<word>+ <end-of-line>

– section: <start-of-line> <numeral><.><numeral>
<word>+<end-of-line>

Intervening tokens with classification white-space are
accepted. Clearly the subsequent tokens of class word
found in these expressions denote the headings of the
different chapters and sections. As the search is based
on the output of the OCR system, errors might occur.
A verification step is performed, checking whether the
sequence defined by the subsequent chapters and sections
is increasing in unit steps. If this is not the case, either
a section indicator is missed or the OCR of the section
number is not correct.

Whereas text labels in a figure all have the geomet-
ric classification text, they can in fact also have a logical
classification indicating their meaning. As in the logi-
cal labeling of basic objects this is domain specific and
requires knowledge about the content of the figures.
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In our case three logical classes can be distinguished.
First, figures can have a label of class title. Second, there
are labels of class note which provide contextual informa-
tion about the figure. All other labels in our application
are of class name, each of them naming a (part of) an
object in the figure.

The logical classification is performed by consider-
ing the tokenized text of each label identified in the fig-
ure. Titles in our application correspond to the different
views one can have and these can be identified by look-
ing for the string “view” enclosed in parentheses. The
notes are explicitly identified by the word “note”. All
other labels are classified as name.

For any label of class name, a remark in parentheses
in a label is detected as such and removed from the tex-
tual content of the label. They provide side-information
only and not information directly related to what the
label is pointing at.

More complex classifications of figure content and
structure requires elaborate domain knowledge [1].

3.7 From logical structure to hypertext

Having found the logical structure and the content of
the basic objects in the document, it is time to find the
hyperdocument structures identified in Sect. 2.2.

The logical structure of the document provides the
hierarchical structure of the hyperdocument. It also pro-
vides information to derive the linear structures required
for the reading order and accessing the figures in the
document. Computing a standard index structure based
on the labels in the figure is also trivial. An index of
important keywords in the text can be found automat-
ically based on the statistics of occurrence in the text
[12]. Note that it might be necessary to consult a list of
synonyms here before performing the statistics.

The cross-group structure between the set of figures
and the text can only be found when there is some ex-
plicit way of reference to figures. In our application these
references can be found by searching for the patterns:

– “Note”<:> “Reference Figure”<numeral>
– “Note”<:>“Reference Figures”<<numeral>,>+

“and” <numeral>

Other common ways of referring to figures are, “see
figure <numeral>”, “as shown in figure <numeral>”,
“fig. <numeral> illustrates”, “(fig.<numeral>)”, etc.

In all cases the numerals are restricted to fall within
the range of number of figures detected. When refer-
ences to more than one figure at the time are made,
the sequence of numerals should further be properly in-
creasing, another verification of the OCR-process. The
values of the numerals are used to derive the links of the
cross-group structure that relates the text with the set
of figures. This also provides us with the scope of each
figure in the text as defined in Sect.2.2

To find the cross-group structure for a specific fig-
ure and its scope in the text, the tokenized text of each
label in the figure is searched for in the corresponding
text. The scope serves to limit the keyword search to the

proper part of the text. This not only limits the number
of superfluous links, but it also yields the proper links
when the same label is used in different figures.

A number of characteristics of the labels have to be
taken into account. First, the labels in the figure consist
of multiple words. Second, the text in both the label
and the associated text is the result of OCR and hence
contains errors. As a consequence, keywords may not
match exactly. Finally, the text of the labels does not
necessarily appear in the same order and with the exact
words in the text.

The solution chosen is to first match each individual
token of class word in the label to each token of class
word in the text within the given scope. Matching of the
two word tokens is done by finding the largest common
substring. The match value, indicating the quality of the
match, is equal to the number of characters in the sub-
string, divided by the number of characters in the larger
word. The result for each label is a list of matching pairs
for which the matching value is sufficiently large. To ar-
rive at matches of the complete multi-word labels, the in-
dividual matches are combined whenever they are found
close to each other in the body of the text. In our case
two matches are considered close, when the number of
intervening tokens of type word is smaller than or equal
to 1. This also finds labels in which the words are not in
exactly the same order.

As verification of the picture label linking process one
could use the observation that each label is expected to
have at least one relation with an item in the text. So,
if no such connection is found, the matching procedure
should be adjusted. This requires either consulting a list
of synonyms or a thesaurus with semantic relations.

No side-loop structures are present in our document
set. Footnotes, in general, are relatively easy to detect
when the OCR recognizes superscripts in the text cor-
rectly. This is the most frequently encountered conven-
tion for indicating footnotes. We then need to identify
whether the superscript is part of a textual part of a doc-
ument or a formula. Naturally, footnotes also have to be
incorporated in the classification of logical basic objects.

As no semantic linking is considered there is no re-
maining cross-reference structure.

4 Results

The above-defined techniques have been applied in a
small scale case study. It consists of an 11 page section of
a teletypewriter manual. There are three different types
of pages in the document. One title page, and subse-
quently either text pages or pages containing one figure.
In total 8 figures are present. See Fig. 1 for examples. In
total they contain 105 textual labels, eight of which are
titles and one is a note. The text consists of 2 sections
and 7 subsections.

The pages were scanned at 300 dpi. For the layout
and logical analysis, one page of each class is used for op-
timizing the parameters that were not fixed beforehand
like sh, ov, sw, and oh used in grouping of segments and
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ξ used in defining columns. All other parameters were
fixed at the values indicated earlier.

A reduction factor of 4 in both dimensions was used,
effectively analyzing at 75 dpi. As we have made a clear
decomposition of the different steps involved in the anal-
ysis, each of the steps can be optimized individually. Pa-
rameters were therefore easily tuned.

The layout and logical analysis of the 11 pages is
almost perfect. One error is made; a section indicator
somewhat set apart from the corresponding column is
not joined properly and missed in the column detec-
tion. Due to our scale independent measures, solving this
would lead to the merging of the two columns.

For optimizing the parameters used in detection of
text labels in the figure, the selected figure page is used.
The figure selected contains both parentheses and dashes
in the textual labels. In total 116 labels are found. There
is one case where two individual labels are joined and one
case where one label is split into two. There are no false-
negatives and 8 false positives, 6 of which are rejected
after OCR.

Finding the hyperstructures is performed on the com-
plete 11-page section. Parameters are as indicated in
Sect. 3.7.

The first structure we consider is the hierarchical
structure. All but one entry of the content page is found
correctly. The section indicator 2.03 came out as t.03 af-
ter OCR. The error is detected in the verification step, so
backtracking could have been performed. Furthermore,
this indicator is in fact the one that was wrongly classi-
fied in the layout phase.

The cross-group structure between the set of figures
and the text i.e., all references to figures, consists of 32
links. These are all found correctly.

In the logical classification of the content of figures
identifying the titles and notes, no errors are made by
the system.

The remaining 99 labels are used for finding the cross-
group structures between textual labels in a figure and
the text. A total of 221 links is found. None of the re-
maining non-genuine labels are linked. There are 14 gen-
uine labels not linked to the text for various reasons.
Most important are OCR errors, especially introduced
spaces where none are present. This is probably a conse-
quence of the particular font used in this 1962 document.
Finally, there are labels which as such do not appear in
the text and can hence only be found by a semantic anal-
ysis of the text, or by use of a thesaurus.

5 Internet access

When the document is accessed via the Internet, the user
should be given access to the content and the structure
of the document in conformance with the presentation
model of Sect. 2.3. The low level presentation specifi-
cations have to be realized using Internet specific tech-
niques. For this purpose, HTML is used as the basic
hyperdocument description.

The content channels are implemented as frames. For
the content of the text channel a choice has to be made.

One can show the original picture of the text and show
the anchors in the overlay. The advantage of this is that
the original text layout is preserved, it does however
have some disadvantages. Most importantly, one needs
an OCR system capable of indicating the exact posi-
tion of each word detected as otherwise no anchors can
be overlayed. Only recently have OCR developer’s kits
been released which indeed have this functionality. It is,
furthermore, difficult to remove irrelevant layout infor-
mation like page numbers and section numbers, as they
have to be cut out of the picture. Ideally the text is the
(error-free) output of the OCR system with formatting
preserved and irrelevant information removed. As we, at
the time of writing, did not have access to a proper OCR
developer’s kit we show the raw unformatted output of
the OCR system.

The separate navigation channels for figures and text
are also implemented using frames. The access to the
linear ordering of figures is through the simple previous
and next links. Access to the linear structure of the text
is via a scrollbar as this is the most familiar way for
most users. Note that a scrollbar allows arbitrary access
points in the text, which should not be the case for lin-
ear structure. However, a hyperlinked index or content
page makes the use of arbitrary access obsolete. In our
presentation, the content page is in the true navigation
channel, the hierarchical structure is visualized through
indentation. An overview of the presentation is shown in
Fig. 6.

To create the HTML representation, our system takes
the different hypertext structures encountered in the
document and converts them to a HTML document de-
scription. It is not possible in HTML to describe a bidi-
rectional relation between the anchors in the figures and
the anchors in the text, as needed for the cross-group
structure. We do encode the information on anchors in
the figure and their links to anchors in the text in the
HTML document, but this cannot be handled by the
WWW server directly. Therefore, our hyperdocument
server has a cross-group server in addition. The cross-
group server filters the link activations the user made.
When the user activates a link in the current cross-group
structure, only a presentation command is given to em-
phasize the label in the figure. If on the other hand,
the link points out of the current cross-group, commu-
nication with the WWW server takes places to bring up
the new figure. Navigation controls are automatically ad-
justed. Clicking a label in the figure induces a scrolling
action on the associated text to the first occurrence of
this label in the text. As more than one occurrence can
be found, a Java applet provides access to the linear or-
dering of the anchors at the end of the link.

As concerns the speed of access, note that the largest
amount of time is spent in initially retrieving the docu-
ment and when a link is followed outside of the current
cross-group structure. In both cases an image and possi-
bly large amounts of text have to be transferred and com-
munication with the WWW server is needed. Interacting
with the anchors in a cross-group structure is cheap as
the only information transferred is information on the
links which are activated and presentation commands,
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Fig. 6. Overview of the presentation of
the document to the user

content being already present. The more links present
in a cross-group structure, the more economical the sys-
tem becomes. Time in the cross-group will in general
increase. The use of structured hyperdocuments is also
more efficient than showing the facsimile of the pages in
the document. Only the figures in the document have to
be transferred as bitmaps, text can be transferred in its
ASCII form. The overhead resulting from having to add
structural information about the document is negligible.

The architecture of the system is shown in Fig. 7. The
core of the architecture is the hyperdocument server con-
sisting of the cross-group server and the WWW-server.
The server controls the files containing the generated
HTML-based document description and carries out com-
munication with the web browser, being the user inter-
face.

6 Conclusion

Internet access to paper documents should be done on
the basis of a proper document representation. The struc-
tured hyperdocument introduced in this paper integrates
definitions from creation models for documents (ODA)
and hypertext (Dexter/AHM). It consists of six types
of structure descriptions considering different aspects of
the document. For document image analysis additional
representation levels are the image objects and segments
used as an intermediate between paper and the basic ge-
ometric objects in the document structures.

The different representation levels provide a solid
base on which to develop the required document image
analysis tools as well as the hypertext analysis tools.
The resulting decomposition of the complex problem al-
lows for optimization of the individual steps. Methods for
each analysis step have been proposed. A pure bottom-
up approach is followed. The document image analy-
sis goes through different processing phases resulting in

Fig. 7. Overview of the architecture of the hyperdocument
server. It shows how a structured hyperdocument is trans-
lated into an Internet accessible presentation. Also the special
importance of the cross-group server is apparent

the content and logical structure of the document. This
forms the starting point for identification of the hyper-
text structures.

The proposed methods have been used in a case
study. The performance is sufficient to identify most of
the structures automatically. Of importance is the large
number of links found between text and figures. They are
not complete as semantic links are not considered. How-
ever, they relieve the document creator from the tedious
task of identifying all links. He/she can now concentrate
on the small set of links which are difficult to identify
automatically.
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The structures in the document are also employed
in the presentation of the document to the user. The
resulting access paths and visual representation of the
document now guides the user to quickly find the infor-
mation searched for. It also leads to improved perfor-
mance of the document server as only relevant informa-
tion is transferred. The structuring of both the text and
the pictures in the document also provides a base for fur-
ther research into indexing a collection of documents and
providing links between them based on its full content
rather than limiting it to text as in [10] [11][13][14].

In the current work a modular bottom-up approach
is followed. Although verification steps are considered,
no backtracking is performed. The user is put in charge
of dealing with detected inconsistencies. To improve on
this, a connection to a reasoning system is urged for.
It requires an extensive knowledge base, making explicit
which document structures are present in the document
collection, and what their characteristics are. The avail-
able knowledge should then be distributed over the dif-
ferent modules.

Our future research will built upon the modules pre-
sented here to analyze large collections of manuals de-
signed for training and maintenance. A knowledge base
for this purpose will be created. As this research will be
done in conjunction with educational experts it also al-
lows evaluation of the effectiveness of the interface classes
presented here, in comparison to traditional methods of
presentation.
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